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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the present paper i' s to explore the
literature pertaining to the prediction of success on the
Tests of General Educational Development (GED).

Three

pretest measures will be examined in light of research
correlating results on these instruments with results on
the GED.
The rationale for using a predictive instrument to
forecast success on the GED lies in the fact that as a tool
of the education counselor it can "reduce ... (greatly) the
frustration and subsequent disillusionment by examinees
who fail to qualify on the GED test'' (Musgrove, 1981, p. 1).
Knowledge of the results will create a positive attitude in
the examinee and will give the candidate an empirical basis
for his/her preparatory studies.

If a counselor has a

test that is designed for this purpose, the candidate has
some direction in deciding what material and how intensely
to study (Musgrove, 1979).

1

Chapter 2
HISTORY OF THE GED
The Tests of General Educati·onal Development (GED)
were developed by the American Counc1.·1 on Education. The
purpose of the examinations is to give those individuals
who have not graduated from high school, for whatever
reason, a chance to demonstrate that they have attained
the educational level usually acquired in high school.
In 1942 the first Tests of Educational Development
were developed by the United States Armed Forces Institute
(USAFI) to measure "the major outcomes and concepts generally associated with four years of high school education "
( Military GED Manual, 1977).

Initially, these tests were

offered only to military personnel.

Basically, the mili-

tary was trying to give World War II veterans a chance
to pursue educational goals that had been interrupted by
the war .

USAFI established a staff of civilian teS t ing

experts who worked closely with committees from th e American Council on Education , the National Association of
. . als and regional accreditation
Secondary School P r1nc1.p
,
·n this way that the USAFI staff develagencies. It Was l.
that underlie the examination
oped the basic concepts
program.
The Veteran's TeS t ing

Service administered the

2
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tes ting p ro gram from 19 45 to 1963 _
it b ec ame clear there was
to in c lude civilians.

In the 1950 s, however ,
1

a need for an expanded program

The American Council on Education

took th e lead in developing a battery of tests suitable
for that purpose.

In 1933 the American Council on Educa-

tion ' s General Education~l Development Testing Service
began administration of the testing program.
gram has grown rapidly since that time.
more than 800,000 people annually.

The GED pro-

It now serves

This figure reflects

the number of people who attempt the battery, not the
number who actually receive the equivalency certificate.
There are now more than 2,700 official GED Testing Centers,
including services to military personnel, civilians,
civilians overseas, and prison9rs (Aker, 1977).
At the present time the fifty states, the District
of Columbia , six U.

s.

territori e s, and ten Canadian

Provinces will award an equivalency certificate based on
the results of the GED test battery.

While the minimum

standards vary from Place to place in terms of scores
· t e , all the programs have
required to receive the certifica
The GED is widely accepted
the endorsement of the Council.
unity and the government, based to a
by the business Comm
Council's recommendation and the
great extent on the
minations by the education community
acceptance of the exa
certificate is considered an
as a whole. The equivalency
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'official docume nt" and

' as stated previously, i·s accepted
by most businesses and educational
institutions. Most
st a te colleges and universities as
well as many private
s c hools recognize the certif ' t
ica e as equivalent to the
high school diploma in
t·
mee ing th e admissions criteria to
their programs.

GED te st batteries are available in several different
languages; for example, English, Spanish, and French.

The

English language version is also available in braille.
When a candidate is administered the GED test, the
results of the battery are compared to the results of a
national norm group.

The norm group has included graduat-

ing high school seniors in all five of the norming studies
that have been conducted up to this time.

The most recent

stu~y for establishing norms was completed in 1980.

These

studies are the basis for the coa version of the "number
right II raw scores on the test to GED standard scores.

It

is on the basis of the standard scores that the High School
· issue.
·
d
Equivalency certificate is

As c·an be seen by the

test scores being compared to a normative group of high
t shows that the candidate has at
school graduates, the tes
·onal skills of those seniors who
least attained the educatl.
are completing a high school program.
t ·
high school seniors
The rationale for using gradua 1.ng
traditional diploma and the GED
i s, of cours e , that th e

are equivale nt i n terms

5

f

o
In order to k ee p that com

the attained educational skills.
b' .
para ll1ty current, normative
stud i e s have been conducted on five
occasions. The original
st udy was conducted in 1943
using th e battery that required
ten hours to complete .
Normative data were established
on the same version of the tests
again in 1955 and 1967.
Normative data for a new editi·on requiring only seven and
one-half hours for testing were established in 1977 and
again in 1980.

Standard scale scores have been adjusted

up (and sometimes down) to correspond with the most recent
results.
The 1977 and 1980 studies were conducted by the Educational Testing Service and were essentially identical.
The same sampling procedure was used in each case.

The

number of high school students sampled was slightly different.

Approximately 3,500 students were tested in 1977.

A sample of 3,600 students were given the examination in
1980.

On both occasions all five tests in the GED battery

were given to the students under the same testing conditions that would prevail 1' f they were being given the test
for the actual certificate.
The most recent norm group,

the 1980 seniors, per-

formed slightly lower in terms of raw

scores than did their

Adjustments were made in the scaled
eflect this difference. An
r
to
score tables in 1981
colleagues in 1977.

examinee can answe r f ewe r

6

questions correctly today and
sti ll receive t he minimum

score necessary to recei ve the

equivale n cy cert i ficate.
When discussing prediction

results on the GED, it
is important to consider minimum
.
·
score requirements. A
part of the counselor ' s J·ob · 1.· t
s o assist the individual
to make a choice concerning the possibility of his or her
chance of success on the battery.

Th e minimum
·
standards

as set by the different states, provinces, and territories
are very important.

These scores are usually set by the

state level departments of education or their equivalents
in the provinces and territories.
standard .

There is no national

Each local program can require a different score.

Residency requirements are also varied.

Generally, the

minimum scores required are stated as minimum scores on
each one of the five tests in the battery , or the mean of
the five subtest scores, or a combination of the previous.
In all cases it is the standard score that is important.
When both minimum subscale and minimum average scores are
required , two approaches can be taken by the accrediting
authorit y .

The first is to require one or the other ; for

example, a candidate could have substandard scores on two
tificate based on an overall
areas and still receive t he Cer
the minimum average score
average score which excee ds
could receive the certificate
r equired . ~o we ver, a candidate

7

on t he basis of t he subt est scores

, all of which exc ee ded

the minimum, whe n the o

11
vera
average would not be sufficie nt . The second ad
, n more common approach, is to
r equire bo th minimum subtest scores and minimum overall
ave rage scores.

Refer to Table 1 for the minimum require-

ments that are currently in effect for the program.
It should again be mentioned that the different state,
province, and territory ,rograms have different requirements for issuance of the equivalency certificate.

Table

1 shows the lowest minimun subscale and overall average
score which corresponds t~ a standard score of 35.

This

score is similar to that of a group of graduating high
school seniors who scored at the 7th percentile on a given
test.

In other words, on one test 93% of those examined

exceeded that score.

Other standard scores and percentages

related to these scores are gl· ver. for reference in Table 2.
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Table 1
Minimum Acceptable Scores by Program
for Passage of the GED Test Battery

Pro 6 ram Location

Minimum Standards
Subtest

Overall

35
35
35
35
35
35
35
40
35
40
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
35
40
35
35
35
40
35
35
40
35
35
35
40
35
35
40
35

45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
50
45
45
50
45

United States
Alabama
Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
District of Columbia
Florida
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Louisiana
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

9

Table 1 (continued
Program Locat ion

Minimum Standards
Subtest

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
Rhode Island
South Carolina
South Dakota
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin ·
Wyoming

35
40
35
35
45
40
35
40
40
35
35
35
35
35
35

Overall
45
40
45
45
45
50
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45
45

Canadian Provinces
British Columbia
Manitoba
New Brunswick
New Foundland
Northwest Territories
Nova Scotia
Prince Edward Island
Saskatchewan
Yukon Territory
Territories
American Samoa
Panama
Guam
Kwajalein Island
Pureto
Rico of the Pacific Islands
Trust Terr.
Virgin Islands
Commonwealth , N. Marianas Islands

40
45
35
39
40
45
35
40
40

35
40
35
35
36
35
35
35

Note. MinimUID standard scores, February , 1981,
in a GED Testing service Memo dated July , 198l.

45
45
45
44
45
45
45
45
45

35
45
45
45
50

35
45
35

listed
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Table 2
GED Norming Study Results

Minimum Score/s Required

35 or mean 45
35

Corresponding Percentile

84
83

40 or mean 45

73

40 or mean 50

70

mean 45

70

35 and mean 45

69

40

69

40 and mean 45

67

Note. N = 686 , 1980 norming study as cited in a GED
Testing Service memo dated July ., 1981 .

Chapter 3
PREDICTORS OF GED SUCCESS
Se veral instruments have been
on the GED.

In this chapter three

~ ill be examined along with the
A review of the literature

used to predict success
of those instruments

research they have spawned .
revealed several studies

correlating Adult Basic Learning Examination III (ABLEIII)
scores with results on the GED.

Th e Adult Basic Learning

Examination (ABLE) is a standardized achievement test for
use with adult subjects.

There are three levels, each

level having two forms, A and B.

Level 1 is used with

Grades 1-4, Level II for Grades 5-8 , and Level III for
Grades 9-12.

The test consists of five subtests that

examine achievement in the following academic areas:
Vocabulary, Spelling, Reading, Arithmetic Computation,
and Arithmetic Problem Solving (Shaffer, 1974).
The tests of General Educational Development (GED)
are designed to measure achievement in the following areas:
Correctness and Effectiveness of Expression Cth e Writing
Skills subtest), Interpretation of Reading Materials in
Social Studies (the Social Studies s~btest), Interpretat
Sciences (Natural
tion of Reading Materials in Naura 1
f Literary Materials
Sciences subtest), Interpretation°
General Mathematical Ability
( Reading Skills subtest), a nd
11

(the Mathematics subtest) (H
1974) .
Of t he three studies in

12

k'

op ins, Waggener I and Starr ,

the literature which examined

t he results of the ABLE as

a predictor of success on the
GED , the one that produced th
e mo st significant results was
a cooperative study conducted in 1973 by
the Test Department of Harcourt Brace and Jovanovich
I
Inc. and the United
States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI}.
The subjects of the research were 1,376 GED examinees
at six Army bases.

Before the subjects were given the GED

test battery they were administered either ABLE Level II,
Form A or ABLE Level III, Form A.

The decision to give a

subject ABLE II or ABLE III was based on the subject's performance on a screening test called the Select ABLE.

The

tests were then administered and the resulting data were
analyzed.

Pearson product-moment correlations, bivariate

frequency distributions, and multiple correlations were
computed as part of the analysis of the data.
Expectancy tables were constructed to provide a means
of making predictions of success using either ABLE II or
ABLE III test results.

It was demonstrated th at ABEL III

scores correlated more highly with the GED results, both
subtests and overall scores,

than did the results of the

ed from .31 to
The correlation coefficients rang
BLE II
The highest
. 74 for ABLE III and - 12 to · 52 for A
.

ABLE II.

co rrela tions we r e obtai ned on ABLE
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a nd GED subtests that

were mo s t simil ar in informational

content. Those correlat i ons ra nge from .59 to .74 for ABLE III and from .33 to
. 52 fo r ABLE II.

The researchers urge caution in using

th e i r results because of the research design.

The design

of the study placed individuals who had the lowest levels
of achie vement as measured by the screening test, the
Select ABLE, into the ABLE II group.

Those with the

higher level of skill were tested with the ABLE III.

When

the GED was administered the subjects who were in the
ABLE II group did not do as well as their colleagues in
the ABLE III group.

The authors contend that this restric-

tion of range in the criterion variables could lead to an
overall reduction in the size of the correlation coefficients.
The researchers designed se veral charts to describe
the relationship between Scores on the ABLE III subtests
and predicted results on the GED test battery.

Interpre-

tation of the charts as develop~d from this study is
rather difficult.

The counselor in advising a prospective

GED candidate would have to consult

up to seven different

charts to make an adequate prediction.

The ranged scores

. vided into three groups according to
on t he charts are dl
This grouping corresponds to the
t he GED equivalents.
e s in the different
.
ed
minimum
scor
most fr e que nt l y requ1r

equivalency p ro grams.
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There

are groups that contain predicted standard scores of 20
80.

These three groups are

to 34, 35 to 44, and 45 to
on the ordinate of the tables.

The abscissa contains score

groupings for results of ABLE
III testing. These are given in terms of
raw scores. The
charts are constructed by compari·ng
the subtest of the
GED with the subtests of the ABLE I
II that corresponds
mostly in terms of content.

ABLE II I Reading subtest

scores are correlated on the charts with the Social Studies
Science, and Reading Skills subtests of the GED battery.
Chances of receiving a certain score that would correspond to another score, that is ABLE III to GED, is expressed in terms of a percentage of those in the sample
group who made similar scores.
a

If a candidate received

raw score (number correct) of 40 on the ABLE III

Reading subtest the chances of that person receiving GED
scores would be as follows:

on the Social Studies sub-

test a 7% chance of 20-34, a 33% chance of 35-44, and
a

59% chance of 45-80; on the Science subtest a 7% chance

of 20-34, 25 % chance of 35-44, and 68% chance of 45 -so;
the Reading Skills subtest would have probabilities of
The
5cy~, 29 %, and 66 % in the score categories mentioned.
.
the candidate concerning
counselor can therefore a d vise
on the battery in terms of
the probabilities of success
have been constructed to
pe rcentages. Similar charts
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give a n o ve rall view of s

uccess on the whole battery.
The Gene r al Educational p f
er ormance Index was introduced in 1975 as a tool designed to h~lp
counselors advise
can di dates concerning their chances for
passing the GED.
In 1979 the Official GED Practice Tests
or Pre-GED (PGED)
were provided for the sar.:e purpose. The tests were developed
by the General Educational Development Testing Service.

A

review of the literature revealed, as in the case of all
GED predictive instruments, a lack of research with these
instruments.

Two studies were found which evaluated the

predictive validity of these tests.

Both of these research

efforts were conducted by Walter Musgrove (Musgrove &
Musgrove, 1979; Musgrove, 1980).
The PGED and the GED have basically the same format;
however, the PGED is precisely half the length of the GED.
It has half the number of questions in each subte st , and
the examinee is allowed half the time he/she would be
allowed on the GED.
manner as the GED.

Scores are calculated in the same
The number right raw score is converted

The resulting five scores are
be scored immediatethen averaged. The PGED is designed to
are broken down
ly. On the answer sheets the questions
ell·ng the candidate
into subject areas for ease in couns
. ht want to study prior
concerning areas that a person mig
to a GED standard score.

.
to attempting
the " rea 1 test• "

1usgrove 's i n iti al study
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(1979) used only the Gen eral

Educat ional Performance Index (GEPI).

The study published
in 1980 use d bot h of the instrume t
n s an d can be considered
a r ep lication of the
first study using the GEPI . The subj e ct s in the 1980 study were 65 ad lt t
u
s udents enrolled in
t he adult education program 1·n p asco County, Florida.
Scores on the pretests and the GED scores along with the
sex of the candidate were the only data obtained
In the 1980 study by Musgrove, the PGED and the GED
were both administered by trained examiners.

The PGED

was scored immediately and the GED was administered in the
usual fashion at the testing centers.

Pearson product-

moment correlation coefficients were computed for each
PGED subscale

and its corresponding GED score.

Six

regression equations were developed to predict performance
on the GED from the PGED.

Cross valid.ation work was then

completed with a group of 28 subjects who took the tests
in the same manner as the original group.

The PGED scores

were substituted into the re ~~ression equations and predieted scores were obtained.

Pearson product-moment

computed for the predicted
correlation coefficients Were
and obtained GED scores.
and the GED were nearly
Mean scores on the PGED
was 4 7,80 and the GED was mean
ident i cal · the PGED mean
'
PGED and GED were all
4 7 .84.
The correlations between
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positive and signi ficant:

Writing Skills
' r=.64; Social
Stu dies, r= . 76; Science, r=. 64 .
' Reading Skills r= 69·
Mat hema t ics , r=.68· and Ave
'
· '
'
rage for the Battery, r=. 84.
Cross validation coefficient s were also
positive and sigThe GEPI was used ·
in the cross validation part
of the study because thic~, test had ear 1 ier
.
shown that it
nificant.

was a reliable predictor of GED results (Musgrove & Musgrove, 1979).

Once again all the correlations were found

to be positive and significant.

mh
u
n en musgrove
examined

the original and the cross validation coefficients it was
found that the GEPI and the PGED predict performance on
the GED about equally well in five of six areas.

No

significant differences exist in the coefficients in the
areas of writing skills, social studies, science, or math
scores.

Overall average scores were found to be similar.

The PGED was found, however, to have a significantly better
predictive validity for reading skills subtest.
In his conclusions Musgrove indicates that the results
of his work with these predictive instruments shows th at
th
the PGED is superior to the GEPI. He suggeS t s th at
e
•
GED candidates could
counselor who deals with potentia 1
th e PG ED · He points
pre dict performance better by using
reliable predictors, but
out that both instruments are
d to be done in the area
contends that more research nee 8
definitive conclusions.
Prior to formulating any

Chapter 4
METHODOLOGY
As t he research with the PGED is

very limited

this

pr es ent researcher gathered d t
'
a a to invest _igate the predi ct i ve validity of the instr ument. Th'
is study was con~
ducted at the Army Education Center in Schwabach, West
Germany.
The subjects were United States Army personnel.
were 23 men and 2 women in the group.

There

They were ail

enlisted members of the Army and held various jobs in
that capacity.

They were all GED candidates and had

received preliminary achievement testing and remedial
instruction as appropriate

prior to the administration

of the PGED.
The subjects were administered the PGED in a formal
test setting precisely as indicated in the PGED administration instructions.

No formalized remedial instruction was

given after the PGED was administered.

The subjects were,

however, counseled on the results of their PGED.
data gathered were the PGED and GED scores.

The only

A Pearson

Product-moment correlation coefficient for each PGED sub~
F.D score, and for the mean
score, and its corresponding GThe number of
s cores on both batteries was calculated.
ubtests because two of the
subject s varied in four of the S

18
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subjects did not complete the entire GED.
.

hlS

Musgrove, in

l980 stu dy, c oncluded that PGED scores alone could be

use d

to predict GED scores.

Chapter 5
RESULTS
The results of the present study are sh

.
own 1.n Tables
3 and 4. These results corroborate the f' ct·
1.n 1.ngs of Musgrove in his 1980 study. The
mean scores on the overall
batteries are very similar.
All correlations were positive
and significant at p < .001. All the correlations were
greater than those calculated by Musgrove except for the
Reading Skills correlation which is .66 as compared to the
.69 calculated from the 1980 data.

The data obtained

resulted in the regression equations shown in Table 4.
The table also contains the standard errors of estimate
that were computed for each regression equation.

These

statistics can be used to predict, with great accuracy,
the scores an individual would receive on the GED.
This study gives further confirmation that the PGED
is a valid predictor of performance on the GED.

The

implications for the adult education counselor are clear.
. t or
The PGED is a very good pre d ic

0

f performance on the

GED and, therefore, can be used by the counselor in
rospective GED candidates.
directing the remedial study o f P

20
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Table 3
Me ans , Standard Deviations

subtest

Mean

and Correlations

PGED
S.D.

Mean

GED

S.D.

N

r

Writing Skills

44.96

6.54

45,50

7.40

24

. 76

social Studies

51. 52

10.04

50.39

8.33

23

. 85

Science

50. 35

9. 38

52.09

7.73

23

.69

Reading Skills

50. 79

8.02

51. 38

7.01

24

.66

Math

49.08

6 . 03

48.40

5.67

25

.74

Average

49.27

6. 74

49.62

6.01

23

.90

22

Table 4
Regression Equations and Standard E
rrors of Measurement

Subtest

Predicted GED

St andard Errors
of Estimate

Writ ing Skills

.86 PGED + 6.84

+4.89

Social Studies

. 70 PGED + 14.17

+7.09

Science

. 57 PGED + 23.44

+5.37

Reading Skills

.57 PGED + 22.23

+5.39

Mat hematics

.69 PGED + 14.29

+3.86

Average

.80 PGED + 10.06

+2.62

Chapter 6
CONCLUSION
The GED tests have been in
years, and from all indications

use for approximately 39
they will continue to be

used widely in the future.

The tests have been a great
help to those individuals who for one
reason or another
have not completed their high school education.
They have
given that "second chance'' to millions of people who otherwise would have been required to complete night
·
school
classes or never receive recognition for their educational
skills (Aker, 1977).
The adult education counselor in many different settings has the task of providing information concerning
likelihood of success on these tests to many people.

For

many years after the GED program began predictions were
made from tests of local origin, if they were made at all.

An examinee could take the GED test for diagnostic purposes (Aker, 1977).

However, unsuccessful candidates had

to pay for the exam. and then wait six months ao d pay again
In the paS t few years,
Three tests have been
however the situation has changed.
'
determine their ability as
studied albeit sparingly, to
'
of the three we re specifi.Two
Predictors of GED success.
the GEPI and the PGED.
cally designed for that purpose ,

to retake the portions failed.

23
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present resear c h wou l d s uggest that th

e counselor use the
PGED rathe r than t h e GEPI and the ABLE III

, based on the

correlati ona l data discussed in th·
is paper.
poi nte d questions about specific subJ'ects,·
woul d seem appropriate that the tests used

The GED asks
therefore , it
to predict

suc cess on the GED should contain pointed questions about
those same specific subjects.

While the correlational

data for the ABLE III are good, the test does not contain
science or social studies questions.

The other two tests

examined by the present paper contain questions in those
areas.

These tests, as was mentioned previously , were

designed specifically for the purpose of predicting success
on the GED.

Of the two tests the data for the PGED appears

t o be the most promising.

It would seem beneficial for

this area to be further researct ed; for e xample , the PGED
and the GEPI could be administered to the same subjects .
Hopefull y , more study in the area will assiS t th e adult
education counselor in thetas k o f

advising GED candidates.
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